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Letting the Frame
Speak for the Artist
and the Era

Changing attitudes are leading to
renewed scholarship, as well as
efforts to honor the artist’s intention
and the period in which a work of art
was made.

Eli Wilner & Company carver working on a frame. Photo by Krista Schlueter for The New York Times.
“Twilight in the Wilderness" (1860), by Frederic
Edwin Church, with a mid-19th-century frame.
This Eli Wilner & Company period frame was
generously donated by Michael Altman Fine Art
and Advisory Services.
Photo by The Cleveland Museum of Art.
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To appreciate one of the most provocative
developments in art, museum-goers are shifting their gaze from the dance of shadow and
light, color and texture that graces the canvas
to consider the painting’s essential but often ignored partner: the frame. The art world equivalent of Ginger Rogers — in the sense of
making the main attraction look good —
frames have long subtly shaped the viewer’s
experience while being taken for granted. But
now frames are experiencing a renaissance of
attention and respect from both museum curators and collectors. “I don’t remember a single
discussion of frames in graduate school,” said
Mark Cole, curator of American paintings and
sculpture at the Cleveland Museum of Art.
“Now frames are increasingly seen as rich
areas of study and as precious historic objects
that must be preserved.”
This interest is also driving up prices, especially for period frames, which are far rarer

than old master paintings. Eli Wilner, a leading
New York dealer specializing in American
frames, started his business in the 1980s by
haunting Catskills antiques shops and scouring
the trash of high-end Manhattan dealers who
preferred to slap on a new frame rather than restore a creaky older piece. Today he can command $20,000 or more each for frames he
found or might have paid $20 for. “My antique
frames are so rare I tend to want to sell my
copies,” Mr. Wilner said. “And many people
prefer this option because my prices are so
very dear,” he added with a laugh.
The new appreciation of frames — which
celebrates the best as artworks in their own
right, as evocative of the period of their creation as the paintings they embrace — represents a change in the relationship between
artworks and their owners. Traditionally, paintings have been seen as possessions. Just as the
wealthy clad their footmen in livery, collectors
dressed their paintings in “livery frames.” The
painting itself has been inviolable, but frames
have offered dealers, collectors and curators
the opportunity to put their stamp on work.
And, quite often, frames are a marketing tool
that allows dealers to bolster the value of paintings; nothing says expensive like an elaborately carved and decorated gold-covered
frame.

Until the late 19th century, artists were not
usually involved in framing. Elizabeth Easton,
director of the Center for Curatorial Leadership
in New York, noted that this changed with the
Impressionists, many of whom “rejected traditional styles of framing” and embraced antibourgeois attitudes, favoring simple white
frames. Nevertheless, dealers in America who
championed their work placed it in heavy
gilded frames. “When Degas saw that one of
his friends had put one of his paintings in a
gilded frame, he took it off the wall,” she said.
His effort, however, was ultimately in vain; almost all of the original Impressionist frames
have been lost.
Today, honoring the artist’s intentions is
often the gold standard for framing older
works. Instead of reflecting changing tastes,
the approach is to match paintings with historically accurate frames, to come as close to seeing them as the artist did, said Rebecca
Lawton, curator of paintings and sculpture at
the Amon Carter Museum of American Art in
Fort Worth. “As museum curators, we must
present a work of art authentically,” Ms. Lawton said. “Frames are a crucial part of this, because most artists cared very deeply about
them.” Some artists make this task relatively
easy. Thomas Eakins and Childe Hassam, for
example, designed many of their own frames.

Camille Pissarro filled a notebook with his
drawings of frames. John Singer Sargent and
Augustus Saint-Gaudens were among the
artists who commissioned frame designs from
the architect Stanford White. No one took the
notion that a frame was part of the artist’s vision further than James Whistler, who signed
his frames — rather than his paintings — with
a signature butterfly, so the two would not be
separated.
Such figures are the exception. Although
old masters like Dürer, Filippo Lippi and others are known to have occasionally designed
frames, in most cases the artist’s intentions are
unknown, and the painting has long been separated from its original frame, said George
Bisacca, a conservator of paintings at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. “We go out of our
way for historical accuracy, because paintings
and frame styles are related,” Mr. Bisacca
said, “in the sense that there are certain things,
certain types of profile or ornament or finish
that can only be conceived of in a certain period, certain elements and ideas about composition, correlations that influenced the creation
of the artwork and the frame.” To achieve this,
curators must become archival detectives,
using modern technology to divine clues about
the past. They search databases of antique
frames and use the Internet to consult curators
and frame dealers from around the world.
They scour writings by and about artists for
hints about their thoughts, and they study the
framing choices of the artist’s circle of friends
and contemporary collectors. Then they work
with dealers to search for an existing “period
frame” — or a high-quality replica — that allows viewers to come as close as they can to
seeing the work in an accurate context. Still,
Mr. Bisacca added, many Picassos look splendid in 17th-century carved Spanish frames,
which were often favored by the artist himself.
The frame-appreciation movement gained
further traction in the United States when the
Metropolitan Museum mounted its 1990 show
“Italian Renaissance Frames,” organized by
Mr. Bisacca and Laurence Kanter, now chief

curator for the Yale University Art Gallery.
Seeing the exquisite beauty of these frames
was a revelation for many, especially after
decades during which many contemporary
artists viewed frames as a distraction, minimizing them or avoiding them altogether.
Nevertheless, this growing appreciation and
knowledge have led to efforts to keep paintings in their original frames and to find suitable period designs for orphaned paintings, or
to commission appropriate replicas or models
reflecting the spirit of the old. This has also
put new financial pressures on museums.
“Funding for frames can be a little tricky, because a lot of institutions are cash-strapped,”
said Mr. Cole of the Cleveland Museum.
“Also, some museums might prefer to acquire
a new object than reframe a painting already
in their collection.”
On the other hand, Mr. Wilner, the framer,
said his restoration work had increased fivefold during the last year, as museums with
tight budgets for new acquisitions concluded
that this was “an economical way to dress up
their collections.” Mr. Wilner is also sponsoring a grant in which he will restore the original
frames for five works of 18th-to-mid-20thcentury American art. He expects to receive
about 50 entries from museums by the June
15, 2016 deadline.
Finally, the new emphasis on historically
accurate frames raises fascinating, if unsettling, questions. As frames shape the viewing
experience, have the millions who have stood
awestruck in front of Impressionist paintings
and other masterworks through the years
never, in fact, seen them properly? Has their
appreciation of these beloved paintings been
askew, tainted or incomplete?
Ms. Easton of the Center for Curatorial
Leadership said that those provocative puzzles
go with the territory. “In some ways, a painting never looks more beautiful than when it is
on its easel, and the artist takes his brush away
for the last time. And the frame is part of leaving that moment.”
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